CTF k-shield
WATER REDUCING MEMBRANE
I N S TA L L AT I O N I N S T R U C T I O N S

CTF k-shield water
reducing membrane

CTF Therm ® comprises of specially
designed expanded polystyrene

Release one side
of the sealing tape
and apply to the
membrane ensuring
full contact.

insulation boards together with a
water reducing membrane layer CTF
k-shield for use in an inverted roof with
ballast application.
The insulation boards are supplied
1200mm long and 590mm wide and
in thickness from 50mm to 600mm to
provide the specified insulation value.
The membrane is supplied in rolls

Ensure a full seal
at all membrane
laps and joints with
pressure. Install the
ballast immediately.

1.5m wide and 50m long together
with sealing tape in rolls 12mm wide
and 22.5m long.
Insulation boards are laid over
a compatible and complete
waterproofing system, generally
starting at the point of access in a
brick bond pattern. The boards are
laid in an advancing front together with
the CTF k-shield water reducing layer

Pull and overlap
the joints of the
membrane to
provide a minimum
lap of 150mm.

to ensure the ballast is adequately
distributed as soon as possible to
protect the system.
It is essential that the CTF k-shield
water reducing membrane is laid and
sealed with a minimum 150mm lap,
overlapping in the downward direction
of the roof slope immediately on
positioning the insulation boards.

Release one side
of the sealing tape
and apply to the
membrane ensuring
full contact.

Typical installation Instructions
Please note this leaflet is for guidance
on how to lay CTF Therm ® IV1
inverted roof system only and is not
to be used for design purposes.
All roofs require to be designed in
accordance with BS Standards.
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